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Introduction

Growth via innovation: inventing a new product, improving a
product, imitation, creative destruction ...

Many theoretical models: Romer, Klette & Kortum, Grossman &
Helpman, Lucas & Moll, Luttmer, Benhabib & Perla & Tonetti
and many more

Q: Which mechanism is most relevant empirically, and did it
change over time?



Introduction

Given what is observable, how can we distinguish?

Akcigit & Kerr 2015: growth decomposition based on patents for
manufacturing

Here:
1) Exogenous growth model for firm dynamics: link innovation to
employment
2) Data: LBD (5 Mn. firms across all sectors, 90% of employment,
over 40Y)
3) Match different sources of innovation to data moments of
employment changes



Outline

1. Model

2. Data

3. Estimation



Model: Production technology

Consider an economy with a final good

Y =

 M∑
j=1

(qjyj)
σ−1
σ

 σ
σ−1

(1)

where qj : ’quality’, yj : quantity, σ: elasticity of substitution.

Intermediate goods technology: yj = lj labor input. Assume
monopolistic competition (despite finite number).

Small overhead cost paid before production & Bertrand
competition: only highest quality produced.



Model: Firms and employment

Firm: collection of products/qualities qj .

Profit maximization Profitmax and Labor market clearing imply:

lj = c(σ)LQ−(σ−1)

Mj∑
k=1

qσ−1
j ,k (2)

where L is labor supply and Q is defined next.

Hence, firm employment depends on the number of products and
their ’aggregate quality’ (σ = 1 as in Klette-Kortum: employment
proportional to number of products).



Model: Growth

The ’aggregate quality’ is

Qt =
Yt

Lt
=

 Mt∑
j=1

q1−σ
j ,t

 1
1−σ

. (3)

Growth: aggregate quality (TFP) growth & employment growth.



Model: Innovation

Three types of Innovation:

I own innovation

I creative destruction

I new varieties

Consider entry and endogenous exit.



Model: own innovation

Firm can improve its own product by increasing its quality.

Constant arrival rate of innovation per product: λi

Quality improvement upon innovation: qj ,t+1 = Pareto(qj ,t , θ).

The expected relative quality improvement (’quality ladder size’) is

sq =

(
Et

(
q1−σ
j ,t+1

q1−σ
j ,t

)) 1
σ−1

=

(
θ

θ − (σ − 1)

) 1
σ−1

(4)



Model: creative destruction

Firm can improve another product - creative destruction.

Probability of improvement per product by another incumbent: δi

Probability of improvement per product by entrant: δe
(entrant has 1 product)

Quality improvement upon innovation: qj ,t+1 = Pareto(qj ,t , θ).



Model: new varieties

Arrival rate of new variety per existing variety of incumbent: κi

Arrival rate of new variety for entrant per existing variety: κe

Quality of a new variety is drawn from the existing distribution
times sκ

Choose overhead cost ΨQ such that endogenous exit below firm
size 1; exit rate δ0



Model: Growth

Claim
There exists a stationary distribution of quality (relative to
aggregate quality) and number of products per firm. As M →∞,
aggregate quality growth is given by(

1 + sκ(κe + κi )︸ ︷︷ ︸
new varieties

+ (sσ−1
q − 1)λi︸ ︷︷ ︸

own innovation

+ (sσ−1
q − 1)(δi + δe)︸ ︷︷ ︸
creative destruction

−δ0Ψ
) 1

σ−1

The number of firms increases at the same rate than employment
and the number of products, with 1 + κe + κi − δ0.

Result: own innovation 65% , creative destruction 27%, new
varieties 8% (growth from each source in isolation).



Model: summary

The following parameters have to be estimated:
(1) λ prob. own innovation
(2) θ quality ladder step existing product
(3) δi prob. of creative des. by incumbent
(4) δe prob. of creative des. by entrant
(5) sκ quality ladder step new product
(6) κi prob. of new product by incumbent
(7) κe prob. of new product by entrant
(8) Ψ overhead cost

Different types of innovation → different ’moments’ of
employment (e.g. job creation/destruction)
Matching these moments → infer parameter values and relative
importance of types of innovation



Data

US Census Longitudinal Business Database (LBD) establishment
level aggregated into firms, 1976-86 and 2003-13.

Period = 5Y, average across 2 time periods (Entry within 5Y, Exit
within 5Y).

Remarks:

I Exclude agriculture, public, education.

I Aggregate establishment employment into firms, track firm age



Data
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Data

TFP growth: US Bureau of Labor Statistics



Estimation: estimation strategy

Set σ = 4. Method of simulated moments MSM : Choose 7
parameters λ, δi , δe , θ, κi , κe , sκ such that:

(1) Match TFP growth exactly
And minimize the sum of percent MSE of
(2) employment growth
(3,4) job creation/destruction
(5) employment share of entrants
(6) share of job creation w/ employment growth < 1
(7) SD(log employment)
and overhead cost ΨQ such that min. firm size is 1 (get δ0).

Robustness: add (8) exit by employment or employment by age.



Estimation: Job creation - creative destruction

Set λ = 0, κe , κi = 0: get ’fat tails’.



Estimation: Job creation - own innovation

Set Ψ = 0, σ = 4, δe = 0, δi = 0, κe , κi = 0: get small variations.



Estimation: Exit by size - creative destruction



Estimation: Results



Estimation: Results



Estimation: Results



Conclusion: summary...

First to identify growth mechanisms for the whole economy, based
on microdata

Incumbent innovation by improving own product by far the most
important, then creative destruction

No new product creation from entrants? (Pareto? Stationarity?
Robustness? robust )



... and open questions

Open questions beyond the model framework:

I sectors (relevant for creative destruction!)

I labor allocation frictions - misallocation

I interactions between different types of innovation - substitutes
or complements

I varying markups (M. Peters)

I over time: shifting sectors vs. shifting mechanisms



Appendix: Model: Profit maximization

Profit maximization final goods (set P=1):

pj = Y
1
σ q

σ−1
σ

j y
− 1

σ
j (5)

Profit maximization intermediate goods:

lj = c̃(σ)W −σY

Mj∑
k=1

qσ−1
j ,k (6)

with L: labor supply and W : wage. Using Y = QL and labor
market clearing, W = σ−1

σ Q.
NB: every firm charges the monopoly markup pj = (1− 1

σ )W .
back



Appendix: Data: Employment by age



Appendix: Data: M&A



Appendix: Estimation: Method of simulated moments

1. Guess a distribution of qualities.
2. Simulate life paths for a large number of entering firms (1
quality when entering) based on the model.
3. Based on this distribution, calculate the moments of interest.
4. Iterate steps 1. to 3. until convergence of the distribution of
qualities and varieties across firms.
Update overhead cost.
5. Repeat steps 1. to 4. searching for optimal parameter values.

back



Appendix: Estimation: Results 1976-86



Appendix: Estimation: Robustness
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